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	Hypes and trends (such as Web 2.0) cause a change in the requirements for user interfaces every now and then. While a lot of frameworks are capable of meeting those changing requirements, it often means you as a developer need in-depth knowledge of web standards, such as XHTML and JavaScript. A framework like Apache MyFaces that hides all details of how the page is rendered at the client and at the same time offers a rich set of tools and building blocks could save you a lot of time, not only when you're building a brand new application but also when you're adapting an existing application to meet new user interface requirements.


	This book will teach you everything you need to know to build appealing web interfaces with Apache MyFaces and maintain your code in a pragmatic way. It describes all the steps that are involved in building a user interface with Apache MyFaces. This includes building templates and composition components with Facelets, using all sorts of specialized components from the Tomahawk and Trinidad component sets and adding validation with MyFaces Extensions Validator.


	The book uses a step-by-step approach and contains a lot of tips based on experience of the MyFaces libraries in real-world projects. Throughout the book an example scenario is used to work towards a fully functional application when the book is finished.


	This step-by-step guide will help you to build a fully functional and powerful application.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create appealing and easy-to-use templates with Facelets
	
		Assure reusability of your code by constructing composition components
	
		Build consistent looking and usable pages using Trinidad components
	
		Use the advanced components from the Tomahawk library, that go way beyond the JSF standard
	
		Enhance your web application by enabling AJAX functionality without writing JavaScript code yourself
	
		Create dynamic applications that fit the corporate style and color scheme of your company by using the extensive skinning capabilities of Trinidad
	
		Prevent the duplication of validation rules by adding JPA annotation-based validation with ExtVal
	
		Optimize your JSF application in terms of performance and page size



	Approach


	The book is written as a step-by-step, example-driven tutorial designed to be worked through step by step working on the example code as you learn. A fun example scenario is used throughout the book and of course all source code is available to download from the author's web site. The book is packed with tips and tricks, based on experience with MyFaces in real-life projects.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is intended for Java developers who want to develop web frontends for their enterprise applications using Apache MyFaces as JSF implementation. Some basic knowledge of JSF is expected.
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Still in the Game: Finding the Faith to Tackle Life’s Biggest ChallengesThomas Nelson Inc, 2019

	
		Be proud of your scars. They’re signs that you survived whatever tried to break you.

	
		For Devon Still, life has been a journey from one scar to the next. From one challenge to the next. His is a story of pushing through pain and overcoming obstacles of all shapes and sizes—of choosing to fight...
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Computational Music AnalysisSpringer, 2015

	This book provides an in-depth introduction and overview of current research in computational music analysis. Its seventeen chapters, written by leading researchers, collectively represent the diversity as well as the technical and philosophical sophistication of the work being done today in this intensely interdisciplinary field. A broad...
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Pro Java 8 ProgrammingApress, 2015

	Pro Java 8 Programming covers the core Java development kit. It takes advantage of the finer points of the core standard edition (SE) and development kit version 8. You'll discover the particulars of working with the Java language and APIs to develop applications in many different contexts. You will also delve into more advanced...
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Building Chicken Coops For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	As the popularity of urban homesteading and sustainable living increases, it’s no wonder you’re in need of trusted, practical guidance on how to properly house the chickens you’re planning (or have already begun) to keep. Building Chicken Coops For Dummies gives you the information you need to build the most...
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Facebook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Facebook connects you with the people you know and care about. It enables you to communicate, stay up-to-date, and keep in touch with friends and family anywhere. It facilitates your relationships online to help enhance them in person. Specifically, Facebook connects you with the people you know around content that is important to you....
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ADO Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2004

	All programmers working in database technology using Microsoft development tools will find this book useful. As a reference, it is suitable for beginners and experienced programmers alike. This is a great addition and complement to any other ADO manual, and its one you’ll want to keep on the desk at all times.


	This...
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